Ferrier Outfitters
For 75 Years
Bar Diamond Ranch

At the Bar Diamond Ranch we
believe our knowledge of the
country where we outfit,
our comfortable camps, the
ridding and pack equipment and
our gentle well trained mountain
saddle horses and pack mules, all
work together to offer you an
opportunity for an enjoyable and
successful hunt!

Outfitting & Horseback Riding
Dellis & Linda Ferrier
P.O. Box 688
Hotchkiss, CO 81419
(970) 527-3010 (970) 929-5362
Please call for Rates
USDA Forest Service Permit
Colorado Outfitter Registration #351
www.bardiamondranch.com

Hunt the
West
Elk wilderness
with

Bar Diamond Ranch

Licensed Guides & Outfitters

Semi Guided Hunts

Thank you for your interest in hunting with
us. We offer semi guided hunts, spike
camps and drop camp hunts in the West Elk
Wilderness which is part of the Gunnison
National Forest. The West Elk Wilderness
is some of the better big game country in
Colorado because of the varied terrain, with
no roads or motorized vehicles, and one of
the larger elk herds in Colorado. The elevation ranges from 7,600 feet up to 13,000
feet and the terrain varies from gentle to
very rugged. The vegetation is oak brush at
the lower elevations, aspen forests and open
meadows at the mid-elevations with dark
timber at the higher elevations.
The Ferrier family
has been outfitting
in what is now the
West Elk Wilderness for 73 years.
Second, third, and
fourth generations
of the family are
now involved in
the business

The semi guided pack-in
hunts are available for all seasons (except 4th
rifle). We hunt in game management units 53
and 54. Plan to pack in the day before each
hunt begins. Most hunting is from our camps
located at Cliff Creek, Soap Creek Basin and
Elk Basin, which are approximately a 3 hour
horse back ride from our pack station at the end
of Forest Road #709 (Coal Creek Road). The
camps are set up prior to your arrival and
include a well equipped cook and dining tent
where plenty of good food is prepared. Wall
tents for sleeping quarters and furnished and a
pit type toilet is also provided.

DROP CAMPS
We also offer the option of drop camps.
These camps are fully equipped with
everything you’ll need except food and
personal gear. Please call or check our
web site for further details.
If you plan to drive to our pack station, a
4-wheel drive vehicle is advised. If you
fly, rental vehicles are available at the
Montrose or Grand Junction airports.

SPIKE CAMPS
During the archery and muzzleloader seasons
we offer the option of spike camps, to be close
to game hot spots. Dome tents and lighter,
simpler camping equipment is used in spike
camps. During these seasons we make use of
tree stands and ground blinds.

Please refer to the attached letter/contract
for season dates, license fees and our
rates.
PLEASE CONTACT US BY PHONE
RATHER THAN BY EMAIL.

